READING LIST

You may wish to buy or refer to some of the following books which provide a good reference in International Finance:

(Advanced monograph in open economy macro)

(Collection of advanced survey articles)


(Classic Text)

(Advanced Text)

(Intermediate Text)

I. National Income Accounting and the Balance of Payments

-Cooper, Richard N., "The Balance of Payments in Review",  

-Dornbusch, R., Ch. 2.

-Mundell, R.A., Ch. 10.
II. Money, Prices, Trade Balance and the Exchange Rate: The Basic Model

-Dornbusch, R., Parts 2-3.
-Niehans, J., Ch. 2.


-Niehans, J., Ch. 3, 4, and 5.

IV. International Reserves and Liquidity, the U.S. Dollar, the International Monetary System and Interdependence in the World Economy

-Black, S.W., "International Money and International Monetary Arrangements", in Handbook, Vol. II, Ch. 22.


V. LDC Debt Problems


VI. A Simple Flexible Exchange Rate Model with Speculation

-Niehans, J., Ch. 3, 4 and 5


VII. Nontraded Goods and Intermediate Inputs and the Small Open Economy. Unemployment, Inflation Dynamics and the Balance of Payments Adjustment


- Dornbusch, R., Ch. 5 and 6.


VIII. The Mundell-Fleming-Dornbusch Model

- Dornbusch, R., Ch. 10-11.


IX. Portfolio Models of the Open Economy


X. Optimizing Models of the Open Economy


